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INTRODUCTION

I
The history of taxation in England is a long one. Almost every

century in the last millennium has witnessed fresh efforts by the central
government to devise an effective means of tapping the wealth of the
people and applying it to its own purposes. Some taxes from the
beginning have proved failures and been dropped after the first vain
levies; the pages of English fiscal history are strewn with the records
of unsuccessful experiments. Others, such as the land tax, have had
a long life. But all, save perhaps the customs, have tended with the
lapse of time to lose their flexibility, to become stereotyped in assessment
and ultimately disproportionate and profitless in collection. Almost
every century has brought its own offerings to fiscal history; the most
enduring contribution, for instance, of the fourteenth century, so fertile
in expedients, was the I fifteenth and tenth', of the f.eventeenth, the
excise, and of the nineteenth century, the permanent income tax. In
the sixteenth century the outstanding fiscal development was the shaping
of the Tudor subsidy, a graduated direct tax that played an important
part in royal finance not only in the reigns of Henry VIII and Elizabeth I
but also in those of the early Stuarts, and that was not finally dropped
until after the Restoration.r The two documents whose texts are printed
in this volume illustrate the growth, incidence and methods of collection
of this tax.2

Let us consider first the later and longer assessment list. A parlia
ment that was summoned, after a lapse of some years, for its second
session on February 8, 1576,3 duly made a grant to the queen of two

r The standard general account of taxation in England is still that contained in the
four volumes of S. Dowell, History of taxation and taxes in England, second ed. (London,
1888), though for the Tudor period it has been largely superseded by the two works of
F. C. Dietz, English government finance, 1485-1558, University of Illinois studies in the social
sciences, vol. ix (Urbana, Ill., 1920) and English public finance 1558-1641 (New York, 1932).
These two latter volumes have been freely used in the writing of this introduction.

Several sixteenth-century subsidy lists for counties other than Wiltshire have been
printed in whole or in part. There are helpful introductions to Taxation in Salford hundred
1524-1802, ed. J. Tait, Chetham Society, new ser. LXXXIII (1924) and to Subsidy roll
for the county of lJuckingham amlo 1524, ed. A. C. Chibnall and A. Vere Woodman,
Buckillghamshire Record Sociely, VIII (1950 for 1944).

2 In particular. they have hren selected from among the extant Wiltshire subsidy
rolls among the exchequer records at the Public Reconl OlTice as surviving not only
complete but in comparatively good condition, with few illegible passages.

3 I.e., 1575/6.
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INTRODUCTION

, fifteenths and tenths' and one subsidy. I This considerable burden was
necessitated primarily by the military commitments of the government
in Ireland and by the need for supplying help in one form or another
to the protestant cause in France and the Netherlands. The international
outlook was in fact dark and the country moving towards war with
Spain; as the point was put in the text of the financial statute, there
was ' great Malice borne to those kingdomes which make profession of
the Gospel' and it was therefore t no less requisite to have some Masse
of Treasure in Readinesse then to have a Preservative against Payson'"
The two fifteenths and tenths represented a fixed charge levied on each
county, and its collection was a well-worn matter of routine; the assess-

, ments for each borough and hundred were nearly two and a half centuries
old and the details of the raising of this stereotyped tax were of no interest
to the government, provided that the requisite sums were duly rendered
to the exchequer.3 It was quite otherwise with the subsidy, which
represented a genuine attempt to rate individuals according to their
capacity to pay.

The methods to be followed in assessing taxpayers for the subsidy
and in the collection of the tax were laid down in detail by the enabling
act. Payment was to be in two instalments. The basis of the assess
ments was twofold and alternative. Every person in possession of an
income from land, including leasehold and copyhold property and rents,
annuities, fees' or other yearely Profits', was to pay two shillings and
eight pence in the pound for the first instalment and sixteen pence for
the second, the lower limit of exemption being a pound. Alternatively,
the taxpayer might be assessed on his movable property, if it were worth
so much as three pounds. On movable property-' Plate, Stocke of
Merchandizes, all maner of Corne and Graine, Household Stuffe ' were
specified in particular-he was to pay twenty pence per pound for the
first instalment of the tax and twelve for the second. Aliens were to
pay double rates, save for those whose property was insufficient to qualify
them for the levy; these latter were to be charged with a poll tax of
fourpence.4 Taxpayers were to be rated where their goods lay or wherever
they had' most resort " and those who did not qualify for assessment on
income from land were to be rated on their movables. Evidence from
counties other than Wiltshire suggests that it was not unknown to change

, backwards and forwards from one basis of payment to the other and that
there was perhaps even a certain marginal option.5 But on the whole

I I8 Eliz .. cap, 23. The quotations in this and the four ensuing paragraphs. save
where otherwise indicated, are from the text of this statute, punctuation being sometimes
added.

2 Cf. the summary of Mildmay's opening speech in the text of J. E. Neale. Elizabeth I
alld her parliaments 1559-1581 (London, I953). 346-8.

3 An account of the Jater history of the fifteenth and tenth is given by H. C. Johnson
in his introduction to Surrey taxatioll returns, part II, Surrey Record Society, XXXIII
(1932).

4 See the third index. infra.

5 S. A. Peyton. Village population in the Tudor lay subsidy rolls, Ellglish Historical
Review, XXX (I9I5). 244.
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the principles laid down in the statute for the assessment of the subsidy
were definite and comprehensive.

The instructions for administrative procedure were also specific and
detailed; the subsidy was now a couple of generations old, and they
embodied the fruits of so much experience. The main responsibility for
the levying of the tax in each county was laid on a body of local com
missioners nominated by the great officers of the crown, of whom the
lord chancellor or lord keeper of the great seal was necessarily one. The
thirteen commissioners appointed for the raising of the tax in Wiltshire
included the earl of Pembroke and the bishop and mayor of Salisbury,
the other ten being well-known gentlemen of the county-in alphabetical
order, John Brouncker, Sir John Danvers, Christopher Dodington, Giles
Estcourt, .T ohn Eyre, Sir George Penruddock, Sir Henry Sharington,
Sir John Thynne, Sir Thomas Wroughton and Sir John Zouch. It was
their business to divide the county into smaller and more manageable
, districts '-Wiltshire was split into six such portions-which could then
be treated as separate fiscal units. What must have been the trickiest
part of the duty of the commissioners next began-the assessment of
individual taxpayers. This was to be accomplished in each district by
the use of simple enough machinery; the commissioners were to summon
the constables and from two to eight' of the most substantial discreet
and hOllcst pcrsons Inhabitants' of the district, and with their aid
enquiry was to be made' of the best and most value of the Substaunce
of everie person dw(~lling and abiding within the Limits of the Places
that they shalbe charged with'.

On the results of these enquiries hung, in theory at least, the amounts
for which individuals were rated. As to their method and scope, there
is little or no evidence available, though this is a crucial matter of the
highest interest. A special exhortation to the subsidy commissioners in
all counties was circularized at the end of March by the government,
which professed anxiety that the well-to-do should not escape lightly,
nor the less wealthy be overburdened, and that in general the assessments
should be equitably graduated and 'not so underfoote as heretofore
hath ben used'. I Corporate property did not escape taxation, the
, borough lands' in Wiltshire of Chippenham, Malmesbury and Marl
borough (but apparently not of other corporations) being rated" As to
individuals, it is more than likely that the high assessment of Richard
Kingsmell of Overton in the hundred of Selkley3 was the fruit of a special
enquiry, probably involving the use of a jury, if the phrase' by office'
is to be interpreted as ' upon inquisition'.4 Once the assessments had

I State Papers Domestic, Elizabeth I (S.P.I2), I07!97. This document is printed in
appendix II, infra, I6I-2. A speech of Sir Nathaniel Bacon regarding the manner of
assessing for a subsidy in Norfolk, c. I588. is to be found in The Official Papers of Sir
Nathalliel lIacoll of Stiffkey, cd. H. W. Saunders, Camden third ser., xxvi (I9IS), 75-8.

2 /Ilfra, 48, 54, 92.
3 /Ilfra. ro.j.
4 'Olf1ce (Officium) doth signific not oncly that function by v('rtne whercof a man hath

some imploiment in the aiTaires of another, as of the King or other common person; but
also an Inquisition made to the Kin!(s use of any thing by vertue of his office who inquireth.'-J. Cowell, The Illterpreter (London, I607), ZZ2.
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INTRODUCTION

been completed and the lists drawn up • in a roll or book', it remained
to appoint in each district a ' high collector' to receive the sums duly
, taxed in the Subsidy Booke '; he in turn was to be served by , petty
collectors' in each locality. The names of the latter are stated in the
Wiltshire return here printed, while those of the assessors, other than
the commissioners, unfortunately are not.

The collection of the first instalment of the subsidy was carefully
timed by the enabling statute. Parliament rose on March IS, and the
initial commissions were to be issued out of chancery and delivered to
their recipients before April 30. They in turn were to summon the
constables and the other assessors to meet them before May 16, and the
assessments for the first instalment of the subsidy were to be completed
by June 12. The money yielded by this was to be paid in before
October 12, but by July 12 the lists of taxpayers' names, with the amount
to be levied from each, and with the names of the high collectors also
stated, were to be 'certified unto the Queenes Exchequer'. It is the
copy of these lists preserved in the custody of the queen's remembrancer
in the exchequer, with the assessments for the first instalments of the
subsidy duly certified by the several commissioners, that comprises the
second document printed in this volume.1 The separate portions for the
six ' districts' of Wiltshire were in fact delivered at the exchequer on
various dales ill OJ line and OJ Illy. two being a few days late. It was
presumably at the time of delivery that some exchequer clerk ticked off
the totals from each village with the word' probatur " in an abbreviated
form, and added at the end of each list the words' cum obligacione " to
signify that the collector had given a bond to render the stipulated total
in due course. A defaulting collector, like Alexander Langford of
Trowbridge on another occasion, might well find himself in awkward
legal entanglements.2

This document unhappily tells us little of how the Wiltshire com
missioners performed their statutory tasks. From two to four of them
acted in each of the six fiscal districts, which were delimited sensibly
enough by similarity of social structure rather than by equality of
geographical area. The city of Salisbury formed one district, while the
six industrial hundreds in the north-west part of the county, together
",ith the liberties of Corsham and Trowbridge, provided two others.
The remaining three districts were far more extensive and between them
covered something like three-quarters of the face of Wiltshire. Sir John
Danvers and Sir Thomas Wroughton were thus alone responsible for an
('normons tract of country, chiefly downland, from Devizes and Ramsbury
to Marlborough and Cricklade. With regard to the appointment of

I The Puhlic Record Office reference is E 179/lq8/294·
The totals of accouut were entered hy the clerk o( the pipe in Exchequer, lord treasurer's

rememhranc,:r, enrolled accounts, subsidies, no. 52, rot. 70, 77 (for the first payment), J03.
J 20 and 122d. (fur the secund).

2 Exchequer, queen's remembrancer, memoranda roll Easter J 7 Eliz. (E J59/368),
comln!mia rot. 189 quoted by G. D. Ramsay, The Willshire woollen industry ill the sixtemth
and seventeenth centuries (Oxford, 1943), 47·
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collectors, practice varied from district to district, with only a broad
adherence to the terms of the statute. The latter had its most exact
application in the south-western district, where the commissioners
appointed John Middlecott of Bishopstrow, described as ' gentleman '
he was fairly certainly a clothier-as high collector, with five petty
collectors nominated to work under him. Danvers and Wroughton in
their great province contented themselves with the appointment of no
more than two' collectors' tOllt court, each working independently in his
own half. AmI in each of the two north-western industrial districts a
single 'collector' was appointed, one of whom was a clothier. In
Salisbury, two merchants acted, one as high and the other as petty
collector. No doubt the assessments of the individual taxpayers in each
district were of a piece with the possibly rough-and-ready standards of
this general organization.

A hitch in the collection of a subsidy might occur when an individual
possessed property in more than one township. district or county. By
the statute, as has already been mentioned, he was liable to pay only
in the place where he chiefly resided, and he could therefore claim an
exemption elsewhere. In order to secure this exemption, the normal
course was to obtain from the commissioners at his home township a
, certificate of residence'. indicating that he was being taxed there and
that he therdore looked for a remission of his liability. Against the
name of an absentee owner in the margin of the subsidy roll the collector
noted the formula 'exoneratur hic quia oneratur in X ... ' or
, exoneratur hic eo quod alibi oneratur' or some such phrase. The
certificate of residence was then delivered, presumably with the subsidy
roll, at the exchequer.' Or. if a person had left the township or no
longer possessed any property on which the tax might be levied, the
collector made a special certificate or affidavit, and the marginal entry
was made against the name' affidavit '.2 The precise significance of the
brief marginal note ' oneratur' is less clear, as is that of the marginal
crosses and circles occasionally put against names-perhaps they were
no more than scribblings to aid the memory of the accountant. It is a
curious fact that in only one Wiltshire district were certificates of
residence refjuired in I576-does this reflect any exceptional standard on
the part of the assessors or commissioners concerned ?

1 Certificates of residence in the Puhlic Record Office were unfortunately long ago
separated from the subsidy rolls to which they belouged, and form a separate class of
documents (E !I5). They are arranged alphabetically by surnames (or the whole period
in which the subsidy was a royal tax, from the reign o( Henry VIII to that of Charles II,
and there is an index of names. Very few of these certificates relating to the levy of 1576
appear to s1ll'vive, allll none o( thoso whose existence is mentioned marginally in the roll
printed !wlow have come to light.

A specimen certificate of resilIence, dated 1551, is printed in Appendix I, i"fra, 160.

2 This is the explanation of the marginal' afTl(lavit' offered hy A. H. Bax in his
edition of The lay subsidy assessment.1 for the county of Surrey in 1593 or 1594. printed ia
Surrey Archaeological Collcctiolls, XVIII (1903), 161-214 etc.
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INTRODUCTION

II
The first and shorter of the two documents printed below is some

thirty years older than the second and like it a list of Wiltshire taxpayers.
But it did not spring from a parliamentary grant, and indeed it bears
witness to the extent to which Henry VIII had emancipated himself

'from the control of parliament not only in the enactment of legislation
but also in the raising of taxes. This is a point that constitutional
historians are not wont to stress, no doubt because the absolute fiscal

, power of the crown to some extent reached the end of a cuI-de-sac with
the death of Henry VIII. In the fifteen-forties the country had experi
enced over half a century of mounting economic activity and was thus
equal to the payment of the unprecedentedly large sums sought by the
king, some with and some without parliamentary sanction. The money
for the most part was required to pay the cost of wars with both Scotland
and France that were proving more expensive than had been foreseen,
and that could not be waged even by adding to the ordinary revenue of
the crown the produce of loans raised in the Netherlands, of more currency
depreciation and of further seizures of church property. Finally, a military
crisis of the first magnitude was to grow in 1545. The Scots early in the
year defeated the forces defending the border, and it was necessary to
gather and send an army northwards to beat them back. At the same
time, and even more serious, there developed a menace to the English
bridgehead at Calais, for the king of France had made peace with the
emperor of the Reich, taken Boulogne and was preparing to march
further; indeed, later in the year he was to attempt an invasion of
southern England. Money was thus required to finance the maintenance
of large forces by both sea and land.

The sum that the king early in 1545 proposed to raise for these urgent
ends was officially described as a ' benevolence' or a ' loving contribu
tion '. There was, however, no suggestion that any levies now to be

'made would ever be returned to the pockets of the payers; the crown
to all intents and purposes was imposing a tax-an' unparliamentary
subsidy'. The need for more money had been evident before the end
of 1544, when a draft in the hand of Sir William Paget summarized the
reasons for collecting a benevolence forthwith rather than waiting for
a meeting of parliament in February, which would mean postponing the
assessments for a subsidy until after the end of March. The concourse
of lords and commons at Westminster would, it was argued, cause
scarcities at the capital (no doubt the humblest member would bring a
servant or two to attend him). Further, there would be trouble and
expense to noblemen and others in coming up to town instead of preparing
at home to serve in the wars. An enemy attack while parliament was
sitting would indubitably be awkward. The positive advantages of a
benevolence were that it would produce fifty or sixty thousand pounds,
that it would not grieve the common people, since it would be exacted

xu
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only from the reasonably wen-to-do, and that it would enable the
summons of parliament to be deferred until Michaelmas.t

As with the parliamentary subsidy, local commissioners were
appointed for each county, to supervise the assessment and payment
of the tax. For Wiltshire, they were the bishop of Salisbury, lord
Stourton, Sir Charles Bulkley and John Emley; the mayor of Salisbury
also acted in respect of the contribution from his city. Their instructions
were to use as the basis of the assessments for the tax the lists compiled
for the collection of the last regular subsidy, a very recent exaction!
They were to summon the contributors in groups of not more than ten
or twelve, beginning with the largest, and explain to them the needs of
the French war and the danger to the English stronghold of Calais-the
full threat of a cross-Channel invasion did not develop until later in
the year. They were to point out that Henry in his desire for peace
had treated with the French, agreeing vainly to conditions' so base and
mean, as it is to be thought no loving subject coulde endure his Majestie
shuld agree to eny lowre " and that he now expected that his loving
subjects would gladly aid him with 'sum liberall contribution'. The
details of the levy were then to be explained, all ' uttred in a gentle and
aimable havor,3 wherby to allure them to knowe their duetie as apper
teyneth '. If any expected contributor should refuse to make payment
without reasonable gronnd, there was to be no scene; he was merely to
be told to go home, while his name was reported to the king's council
at Westminster. The chronicler tells only of two recusants, both London
aldermen; one was dispatched to the Fleet prison until he changed his
mind and the other sent amid general execration to serve as a soldier
against the Scots, to be used ' after the sharp discipline militar of the
Northern Wars '.4

Whether the commissioners met with any resistance to their
blandishments in Wiltshire is not known. They divided the county
into eight districts, for each of which a ' collector' or ' high collector'
was appointed. The administrative labour was less than usual, since the
poorer taxpayers were not asked to contribute; this was only slightly
offset by the extension of the levy to the clergy, who normally gave
subsidies independently to the crown, but who were now to pay on their
stipends or movables at the same rate as laymen. This rate was twenty
pence in the pound on income derived from land, or ten pence in the

I Paget's draft is calendared in Letters and papers of the reign of Henry VIII, XIX,
part ii, no. 689.

2 The instructions issued to the Derbyshire commissioners for raising the levy have
been printed in Illustrations of British History, ed. E. Lodge, I (London, 1791). 71-7. There
is no reason to assume that those for Wiltshire differed markedly from these, and the
quotations in this and the following paragraph are from this source. Cf. the drafts in
1-. P. Henry VIII, XX, nos. 16 and 17; other administrative papers are printed in the
same volume, passim.

3 Havor=dcportmcnt. behaviour.

~ Dietz, English govenw!wt finance, 166. The quotation is from 1-. P. Henry VIII,
XX, no. 98. Cf. the narrative given by J. A. Froude, History of England, IV (London,
1870), 99-101.
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INTRODUCTION

pound on the value of movables. In Wiltshire, nobody was required to
pay less than four shillings and most were rated for at least ten shillings
-in some cases, very much more. When the commissioners had drawn
up their ratings and interviewed the taxpayers-tasks that must have
entailed for them a fair amount of travelling throughout the county,
even if their lists were mainly copied from the most recent subsidy roll
-the formal returns were handed to the collectors, who were then bound
to deliver them at London, together with the sums specified.· It is the
c,fficial copy of these lists, complete for the county, that comprises the
first document printed in this volume.' It is worth observing that the
levy was to be paid not to the exchequer,' which with its lumbering and
~ntiquated procedure was in a period of eclipse during the reigns of the
early Tudors, but directly to the hands of Sir Edmund Peckham, who
was the' generall recever appoyntyd for the seyd benevolence' and who
as cofferer of the king's household held an office of high and recently
augmented authority.3 But the lists of taxpayers nevertheless subse
quently found their way into the records of the exchequer, at what time
can only be guessed.

To return to Wiltshire, it is of interest to observe that the eight fiscal
districts for the raising of the unparliamentary tax of 1545 were not at
all the same as those for the levying of the subsidy in 1576. Nor were
they by any means equal in either area or taxable capacity, and one in
particular dwarfed the others. This was the great province, comprising
all the northern part of the county, from CaIne and Chippenham to
Highworth, Marlborough and Ramsbury, for which the f high collector'
was William Stumpe, gentleman. This can have been none other than
the famous clothier of Malmesbury, whose influence in these parts must
at this time have been near its climax. Perhaps the number of his
employees and connections may have enabled him to discharge his fiscal
duties over so exceptionally broad an area more easily than a lesser man.
Whatever the case, one fact deserves mention, that Stumpe's fee as
collector-two pence in the pound was the habitual allowance-nicely
covered, with a few shillings to spare, the three pounds, six shillings and
cight pence which he himself was due to pay as his share of the tax.~
His colleagues in the other districts were obscurer folk; the Salisbury
collector was a brewer, as far as is known, of n9 particular eminence.
But whether the collectors were men of influence or nobodies, it is unlikely
that they had any extraordinary difficulty in collecting the tax. As has
already been mentioned, only two open refusals in the kingdom to pay

I The Public Record Office reference is E 179/197/230. The CaIne entry was printed
by A. E. W. Marsh. A history of the borough and town of CaIne (Caine and London, 1903),
332. There is evidence of scribal carelessness in the compilation of the document
e.g., 'Crape' for' Scrape '-infra, 28.

• It is, however, possible that part of the benevo1ence may have been paid into the
exchequer-c!. Letters and papers of the reign of Henry V I I I, xx, no. 434.

3 G. R. Elton, The Tudor revolution in government (Cambridge, 1953). 404. There is
consequently no enrolment of the totals of account on the lord treasurer's remembrancer,
enrolled accounts, subsidies.

~ Cf. Ramsay, The Wiltshire woollen industry, 47-8.
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are known, and the German ambassador reported to his master that the
English would refuse nothing, such was their fear of the king and eagerness
to humilitate the enemy. I

III

Below the county, the next fiscal unit was the hundred, an adminis
trative division of immense antiquity, whose origins stretched far back
into the days when Teutonic conquerors first established themselves on
the soil of Britain! But although the hundred is still in mid-twentieth
century remembered in the offices of the tax-collector, the term has
otherwise ceased to have meaning for any save the antiquarian topo
grapher. Even in the sixteenth century, the hundred as a territorial
division was of comparatively slight importance and was already to a
great extent moribund. The hundreds of Tudor Wiltshire, as listed in
the two rolls printed in this volume, were composed of the most varied
and curious assortment of parishes or townships which in some cases
owing to the accidents of feudal ownership had come to be associated
together. The most widely dispersed hundred was undoubtedly that of
Elstub and Everleigh, which in addition to the central nucleus of parishes
in the upper valley of the Salisbury Avon included also Little Hinton
and Wronghtoll to the north-cast of the county, Ham on the eastern
frontier, Westwood adjaccnt to Somerset and othcr detached pieces less
distant. These places represented manors once held by the priors of
St. Swithun, Winchester, formerly lords of the hundred of Elstub,3 and
it is curious to find such an awkward and scattered group thus figuring
in the royal tax accounts, some time after the end of the original associa
tion that had given rise to it. There were plenty of other detached
fragments among the hundreds, especially in the south part of the
county.4 It is evident that the topographical complexity of these
boundaries must have made the hundred a far from satisfactory unit
for the efficient collection of roval taxes.

Below-occasionally besid~-the fiscal group of the hundred the unit
was either borough, liberty or township. The inconsistent variations of
nomenclature that prevailed to describe these, the smallest fiscal units,
nicely illustrate the empirical and practical, perhaps also the uneven and
slapdash development of local government in Tudor England. The

I Letters and papers of the reign of He11YY VIII, XX, no. !O87·

• The hundred as a legal term is conveniently elucidated, e.g. by F. Pollock and F. W.
Maitland, The history of English law before the time of Edward 1 (second ed., Cambridge,
1898), I, 556-560.

3 See the remarks of Sir R. C. Hoare, The history of modern Willshire. The hundreds
of Everley, A mbresbury, aHd Underditch (London, 1826), I.

4 Those who carc to ('lIrsllo thc matter, will have no c1ifTiculty in di~coverinK dis
crepancie~ between the frontiers of the hundreds as indicatcd severally by the two docn
ments printed in this volume, and again betwcen thesc alHI thc bOlIlHlaries assumed by the
editors of The place-Hames of Wiltshire, Ellglish Place-Name Society. XVI (Cambridge,
1939). Even the county borders were by no means as simple as might be thou~ht.
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LIST OF TAXPAYERS FOR THE BENEVOLENCE OF 1545

NETHERHAVEN FYFELD JUXTA MARLBURG
£

d £5d5
WyIliam Sutton

268 Christofer Dysmer ...
4°o.

Thomas Streche· .21
John Delynger. alias J olm Bond senior

· .10
Deuche ..· .268

John Bisshop aliasHenrye Collyns
· ,10

Bussheo.
· .20

Robert Legg
, .268

Amye Dysmer
0'

10
Christian Wethers , 0

268
John Stodley

, .10
Thomas Goldyng

· .3
[0 • 0 ,] Streche wydow68

Edmund Coper
.0

234 John Streche son ofThe vycar ther
, ,13

John. ,, .68

£Xo

135 £6454d

WESTWOOD AND YFORD
£

5d

OVERTON

Thomas Horton

gentleman, .
.. 10

£
5d Henry Wynstoucke "30

Thomas Godard
.. 10Thomas Gysden· .134

John Pyers
..· .134 The parson ther, ,10

Wylliam Stevyns
, .18

Robert Popyngay
· ,12

£121354d

[ILLEGIBLE] £X2
354d [, . , ,par]son ther, ,·13'I'

Summa hundredi £101

1354d

[3d] Summa totalis of this forsaid money geaven to the kinges highnes as is
aforsaid and paid by' the said William Nottingham collector unto thandes
of Sir Edmund Pekham knight general! receivour of the same,
amountithe to

£185 85 8d
per me William Notyngham

Item paid to the said William Nottingham for the portage of the said some of
£18585 8d after 2d of the pound

305 Iod
per me' William Notyngham

[4]

Thys yndenture made the last day of March in the yere of .. ,3 the
reign of Henry the viiith by the grace of God of Englond France and
Yrlond kyng defendour of the fayth and yn erth of the churche of Englond
and Yrlond supreme hed the xxxviU, betwene John bysshop of Sar',
Wylliam lord Stourton, John Ernele and CharyliS Bulkeley, commys
sioners for the pfadysyng and levieng of a -ceitayne benevolence to be
gevyn to the kyng'es majstie of hys moste lovyng subjectes withyn the
countie of Wyltes of thone partye and Robert Sowth of Strotford Dean
yeman of thother partye wytnessyth that we the seid commissyoners
have chargyd and by thez presentes do charge the seid Robert Sowth

, A furth~r entry which [ollows has been completely erased.
• 'by' repeated.
3 Erased.
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that he with yn xii days next after the date herof do called levie and
receve of every person herafter namyd al and every such somme and
sommcz of monye as ys uppon their seyd namez chargyd as hcrafter
folowth; and the seid sommez of monye so by hym to be recevyd saIDy
to convey convert and pay to and at London to thandes of Sir Edmund
Peckham knyght cofferer of the kynges majestyez howshold generall
receivour appointyd for the seid benevolence with yn XXXII days next
after the date her of. Yn wytnes wherof aswcll the seyd commyssyoners
as the seid collectour to thcz indentures have enterchangeably set to their
seales the day and yere above wry ten.
Signed: John Sar', W. Stourton, John Ernle, Charylys Bulkley

[5]
HUNDRED DE ALWARBURYE

ALWAHDBUHYE

WINTER BOURNE DANCE AND
I,

5d ERLES
Reychard H yggyns 0 •

168 £5d

John Peper senior

0'
10, J olm Pruate .,· .8

Symon Cane ..
, .134

26s
8d Rychard Browne, .20

J 01111Fanne
. .· .68

PYTTON AND FAHLEY I,
5d 485

Walter AndrowJ;.
.0

234
John Shognell

.0

68
Thomas Whytlok

.0

10 WYNTEHSLOW

I,
Sd

40S

Alexandre Thystyl-

EST GHYMSTED [AND] DEAN

thwat. .· .40

Wylliam Payne
· .10

I,
5d Gylys Thystylthwat ..20

The parson ther
00

268
The parson ther 20

Wylliam Shotter
.0

68
John Barkshyre

· .10
£4IOS

Wylliam Andrews
268

Jolm Denys
o.

· ,12

Tristram AssheJey
o.

68 PORTON
£

sd
£4

8s 8d Wylliam Wymbledon33"
WYNTEHBOUHNE SHOHBOROW

Hobert Hutter, .234

I,
5d John Gylberd, .10

The parson ther

· ,12 Hoger Gomoldon..134

\Vylliam Leedes
134

Henrie BeJd ..
o.

8
· . Wylliam Swevyng

· .68
£4

85

325 GOMOLDON

PLA YTFOHD AND

£
Sd CRYSMUNDESLE

George Wooclforcl
· .68 I,Sd

WylIiam Wort senior
8John Pynhorne• 0

234
John Lurgas

· .8
John Goose senior· ,10

22S

8d 335o4d

5
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LIST OF TAXPAYERS FOR THE SUBSIDY OF 1576

LIST OF TAXPAYERS FOR THE SUBSIDY OF 1576

WESTE WINTERSLOE-cont.

£5d £5d WINTERBORNE EARLES-collt.
£5d £5d

Thomas Vincente
.0

35
Thomas Cane

• 0

• 0o.00.03 5o.
00o.00

John PorterAlexander Webbe 0 0
00

o.0000{ 68 • 0o.00o.o.10 168

Thomas Payne

00

000000006 10 George Batter
00

00o •• 0o.5 84
Leonarde Thisselthwaite o.

· .• 0· .6 10 Roger Martyn
.0

o.o.00· .5 8{
Summa £5

155 Summa £4105

[36dJ

WINTERBORNE GUNNER ALIAS SHURBOROWE

£
5d £5d

DEANE AND GRIMSTEADE
£5d £5d Nicholas Rive

• 0

· .o.o.008
134

Richardc Rooe
· .o.00· .00 7 II8 William Rive
.0

o.· .· .• 03 5
. Richardc Cooper

· .o.o.o.• 04 68 J ohanne Johnson· .o.· .o.004 68
t:rarry Harwaye

o.

• 0o.o.o.3 5 Richard Balles· .o.• 0· .· .4 68
William Rogers alias Cooper

• 0

o.· .3 5 William Judde....• 000o.4 68
Purnell Fucher 0 •••

o.

0000 3 5 Margarett Browne widow . 0
.0

· .o.3 5
John Driver

· .· .· .o.· .3 5
Thomas Leades· .o.· .• 0006

10
Nicholas Atkins

· .· .• 0· .· .3 5 ·William Budd· .· .· ...o.3 5
John Thisselthwayte

· .· ...· .20
334 Summa £21854d

Thomas Denys
00

..• 0· .· .7 II8

John Culle
..· .· .· .00.05 84 WINTERBORNE DA WNCY

£5d £5d
John Harway

• 0

· .· .00o.{ 68 Richard Seywoode . 0 4
68o.

· .0000

Summa £5 35{d William J udde· .• 0o.o.003 5
John Webb. 0

· .· .· .'0 6
10

WHADDON AND GRIMSTEADE £5d £sd Richardc Thorneton· .
· .· .• 07 II8

Elizabethe Gawen ..
..· .· .· .15 25

Roberte Rice
• 0

• 0· .· ...4 68

J ohn Ca~!r~r

· .· ...· ...6
10 Summa £2

Hughe Pi drem
· .

· .· .· .· .10 168

Summa 515

8d PORTON
£5d £5d

· John Rutter
• 0

· .· .· .· .6
10

PYTTEN AND FARLEYGHE £5d £5d · Walter Beldey.0

o.· .· .· .5 8{
Edwarde Zouche esquier (L)

· .· .o.10 268 Thomas Muncke· .· .o.o.· .3 5
_Edithe Whitlock~ ..

• 0

o.• 0005 84
Richard B]acke· ...o..0·3 5

Richarde Noble
o.

· .• 0o.· .3 5 Nicholas Wimbleton
o.

• 0o.· .3 5
William Baker

..• 0· .o •• 03 5 Hichard Wymbleton
o.

• 0· .006
10

Edward Burges
..o.• 000· .3 5 William Wymblcton

o •
..· .• 05 8{

Robcrte Strugnell . 0

· ...· .005 84
William Gomeldon· ...· .o.13 218

John Crowche
"

· .· .· .• 06 10 J olm Richardes
• 0

o •...0005 84
Alexander Payne

o.
· .• 0· .· .4 68 Summa £420d

Elizabethe Blake
o.

o.• 0· .· .3 5
William Peare

· .· .· .o.o.3 5 GOMMYLDON £5d £5d
Roberte Bewster

· .· .· .· .· .3 5 William Lurgas 8
Mychall Batter

6
· .· .o.· ...5 {· . ..· .· ... 10

John Tutt 6
Nycholas Arnolde ..

....· .....· . 10· .
· .· ...3 5 Nicholas Woodforde 813Thomas Windsor

· .· ..... {
o.

· .00· .• 05 84 Summa 315 8dJohn Shotter
· .· .o.o.003 5

Summa £5
1854d EDMASTON£d £d5 5

WINTERBORNE EARLES
£d £Ii _Rober~e Kcnte ~L·.· .• 0• 05 1345

5 Edwarde Clarke .. 7II8
Roger Marteyn thelder

• 0
o.• 000

00

• 0o •• 03 5 Walter Batheo.
· .· .· .• 07 I I8

Nicholas Rastall
· .· .o.• 0o. 5 84 Richard Worte

o.
{68· . o •• 0

] ohn Pruett
· .• 0o.· .003 5 William Brownjohno.

· .o.· .5 8{Nicholas Note
o.

• 0· .00o.3 5 Thomas Stapell ..· .35o. o.o.

William Hay tor 00

• 0..o.o.4 68 William Bcale ..· .o.· .3 5]{obertc Tinnam · .o.o.00• 03 5 Thomas Battcn alias Perryn35Elizabeth Fidler alias I{astall
..· .· .· .

• 0o. 4 68 Edmunde Palmer o. 0 •• 0

00003 5
John Cane o.

00

o.· .00• 06 10 Edith Wortte· .o •00..· .3 5
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INTRODUCTION

township, like the hundred, is a social unit of great age, and the vitality
of the tenn survived the imposition of the legal concept of t manor' and
the more general name of ' village' by foreign conquerors in the middle
ages. Nevertheless, the word t township' occurs in neither of the
documents printed below, though in one of the Wiltshire districts in
1576 the smallest unit was described consistently as a t tithing " in Latin
decenna; by the sixteenth century, t township' and t tithing' in common
parlance both doubtless meant pretty well the same thing.' Elsewhere,
a distinction was drawn between the manerium (manor) and burgHs
(borough) of Wootton. Confusion is intensified by the use of the term
parish or its Latin foml parochia. This was chiefly applied to the fiscal
units comprising the larger boroughs in 1545, though Salisbury was both
in 1545 and 1576 divided into wards and Great Bedwyn in the latter year
was described as a parochia! The parish in the sixteenth century was
in process of enlargement from an ecclesiastical into a civil unit as well,
and the empirical and inconclusive nature of the incipient transformation
is, it might be claimed, as well illustrated by these two documents as any
others. But although the township may have been forgotten in Tudor
Wiltshire, it remained sufficiently alive elsewhere to be carried across
the Atlantic in the early seventeenth century to survive, with no more
than a slight change of meaning, to the present day in America.

In fine, the confusions in the nomenclature of county divisions in
both the documents printed below are manifold, however the antiquarian
might explain them. The time had not yet come when, mainly owing
to the operation of the poor law, the only working unit below the county
was virtually to be the parish, and not for another three centuries was
there to be superimposed as if upon a blank map the utilitarian designa
tions of rural and urban district. But already, in the fiscal circumstances
of mid-sixteenth century, there was little or no effective distinction between
tithing, parish, manor or even liberty or borough, or any other unit below
the hundred, which itself was a most haphazard collection of localities.
There is plenty of material here to illustrate how tenacious was the local
survival of the various terms used to designate these centres of habitation,
how crowded was the palimpsest, and how ill the refinements of the
constitutional historian apply to the practical workings of local govern
ment in Tudor England.

, For the original significance of the terms' township " 'tithing' and' vill', reference
may again be made to F. Pollock and F. W. Maitland, The history of English law, I, 560-571.

2 The argument that the cathedral close of Salisbury lay outside the city jurisdiction
led to a curious lawsuit in 1588, when a number of laymen residing within its precincts
refused to contribute to a levy due from the city-Exchequer, Depositions by Commission,
3 I Eliz. I, 1588, Hi!. ro, calendared in Reports of the De/JIlty J(eeper of tile Public Record.I,
XXXVIII (1877),258. See F. Street, The relations of the bishops and citizet!s of Salisbury,
1225-1612, Wiltshire A rchaeological and Natural History Society Magazine, XXXI X (1916),
330-2.
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IV

The two tax lists here presented are of obvious interest not only to
the genealogist, but also to the topographer' and the antiquarian. They
afford information whose significance can readily be enhanced when it is
joined to that available from the parish registers, first ordered to be kept
in the reign of Henry VIII, and from the visitations of the county by the
heralds from the college of arms! Its utility to the economic historian
is perhaps more indirect, though on points of detail these lists will help
him in identifying and placing individuals in their local setting.

A great deal hinges on the difficult question of the incidence of direct
taxation in Tudor England, and much more work needs to be done in
the publication and study of subsidy rolls before conclusive light can be
shed on this central problem. It is generally accepted that by the end
of the sixteenth century the valuations of taxpayers' property in the
subsidy books bore little relation to reality and that the assessments
were mechanically fixed on the basis of previous entries in them.3 On
the other hand, the claim has been advanced that some of the assessments
for thc rcign of Henry VI IT, and in particular tho5c for the subsidy of
1524, cut close to the bone and corresponded fairly accurately to the
capacity of the subject to pay.4 It is cven arguable that the subsidy
was a tolerably graduated levy on real wealth for the first half of the reign
of Elizabeth 1,5 which, if true, would certainly enhance the value of the
second document printed below. But whatevcr the significance of the
assessments, there must have been many poor folk whose names were
passed over, and accordingly for any quantitative study of population.
problems in the reign of Elizabeth I, it is necessary to turn to the muster
rolls rather than the tax lists.6

The social historian, bearing in mind Leland's description of Wiltshire
and the surviving family papers and accessible legal records of the
sixteenth century, should be able to strike a spark of life into the remote
names on the dry roll of taxpayers. Save for the handful of Wiltshire

, Some entries seem to have escaped inclusion in The Place-Names of Wiltshire- .
e.g., Burbage Sturmy, Dognell. Setherampton.

2 Two have been printed-The Visitation of Wills, I565, ed. W. C. Metcalfe (London,
1897), and The Visitatioll of Wil/shire, 1623, ed. G. W. Marshall (London, 1882).

3 The usual authority quoted for this assumption is the remark of Sir Walter Raleigh
in the debate on the subsidy bill of 1601-' our estates that be £30 or £40 in the queen's
books are not the hundredth part of our wealth '.

4 The Bllckillghamshire lay subsidy of 1524, intro., xiii.
5 This view has been put forward by Peyton, Village populatioll ill tile Tudor lay sub.lidy

roll.I, Engli.lh Historical Review, XXX, 241. But d. the words of Sir Walter Mildmay,
quotod by Dowell, Taxatiot! alld taxes, I, 146.

6 As IIRs been done by E. E. Rich, The paPlllatiot! of Elizanrthan England, Economic
History Review, second series, II (1950). Even here, of course, allowance must be made for
evasions.
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INTRODUCTION

peers, who were separately rated, I the great landowners in each neighbour
hood can fairly readily be identified: Dauntsey of Lavington, Mompesson
of Bathampton, Willoughby of Knoyle and the lih, these arc the middling
families collectively as important as the better-known Hungerfords, or
the Thynnes, or the St. Johns of Lydiard Tregose, where their splendid
funeral monuments still embellish the parish church. About the turbulent
history of the Darrells of LittIecote, second cousins of Jane Seymour, third
wife of Henry VIII, a surprising amount of information is yet available;
it is possible to follow the chronicle of their marriages, their brawls,
quarrels and lawsuits, and the fate of the twenty-fIve manors that com
prised their family inheritance in the mid-sixteenth century, thanks to
the chance survival of so much of their family archives!

There are also the forefathers of some famous men on these lists.
Among the ancestors of lord chancellor Clarendon, and thus of two
queens regnant of Great Britain and Ireland, one, Alexander Langford,
was a well-to-do clothier at Trowbridge and another, Laurence Hyde,
a landowner at West Hatch near Salisbury; the former figures in the
1545 roll, the latter in that of 1576.3 The Chamberlaynes of Lacock were
probably the forefathers of the celebrated nineteenth-century politician
Joseph Chamberlain.4 More than one relative of the philosopher Thomas
Hobbes is enumerated as living in or near Malmesbury, and the 1576
list includes the name of Thomas Lighte of Kington and Langley; this
was fairly certainly' Mr. Thorn. Lyte of Easton-Piers " a great-grand
father of John Aubrey, who noted that he died in 1626, aged 96.5 The
great-great-grandfather of Edmuncl Ludlow, the republican lieutenant
general of the Interregum, was residing in 1545 as a squire on the family
property at Hill DeverilI.6 Other families were to move very far afield
in the next century. The Moodys of Garsdon, for instance, emigrated
to Virginia in the new world, under the auspices of a chartered company
in which another Sir John Danvers, the third son of the tax commissioner
of 1576, was a leading spirit. The Zouches, too, were active in the early
colonization of America.7 Indeed, not the least interesting point about
these lists is that they provide us with the means of calling the roll of
the middling and wealthier families of Wiltshire a couple of generations

I This accounts for the absence of the names of \Viltshire peers from these rolls, save
as commissioners; even the bishop of Salisbury, who was listed in 1545, does not seem to
ha ve been assessed.

• They were extensively utilized by H. Hall in his Society in the Elizabethan age (third
ed., London, 1892). They repose at the Public Record Office among the State Papers
Supplementary (S.P. 46).

3 The immediate forebears of the first earl of Clarendon are enumerated by G. E.
Cockayne, The comPlete peerage, ed. V. Gibbs, III (London, 1913), 263.

4 J. L. Garvin, The life of JosePh Chamberlain, I (London, 1932),8-9.
5 J. Aubrey, The natural history of Wiltshire, ed. J. Britton (London, 1847). 69.
6 The pedigree of the Ludlows is prefixed by C. H. Firth to his edition of The memoirs

of Edmund Ludlow, vols. I-II (Oxford, 1894).

7 Information about the chief personalities in the early transatlantic migration is
conveniently available in A. Brown, The genesis of the United States, vols. I-II (London,
1890).
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Dr so before the first great scattering of the English people began in· the
seventeenth century. AJtl10ugh the history of the Wiltshire emigration
to America in the reigns of the first two Stuarts has not yet been written,
it certainly deserves to be.

In the north-western part of the county, and especially in the
hundreds of Malmesbury, Chippenham, Melksham, CaIne, Bradford, and
the liberties of Trowbridge and Corsham, a striking proportion of both
the 1545 and 1576 levies was furnished by capitalist textile employers
, clothmen ' or ' clothiers'. Their prosperity had probably never been
greater than in the former year, when, for instance, Thomas Horton of
Hord was assessed for ten pounds, his brother-in-law Robert Barkesdale
of Keevil for 26s. Sd., his son-in-law Henry Long of Whaddon at 20S.
and the latter's brother Thomas Long of Trowbridge-all clothiers-at
eight pounds. A generation later, the ramifIcations of this industrial
<:ousinhood was to leave notable traces in the subsidy roll of 1576. The
two sons of Thomas Horton, Edward and William, both of Westwood
and alike, though clothiers, described as ' gentlemen', were rated then
to pay respectively £4 3S. 4d. and £2 13s. 4d.; the Long brothers were
now dead, but Thomas Long had left a widow at Trowbridge whose pay
ment topped the list of the liberty at four pounds. Among the grandsons
of Thomas Horton were the brothers] ohn and William Yerbury, both.
clothiers, the one at Bradford and the other at Trowbridge; they paid
ten shillings apiece. I It is probably at Trowbridge that the subsidy
assessments best illustrate the wealth of the textile capitalists; apart
from the payment of tlw widow Long, Hobert Wallys was rated to
contribute £2 IS. Hd. and William Wylkens £1 13S. 4d. Other clothiers
heavily taxed included, e.g., John Scotte of Chippenham, Anthony
Stokes of Castle Combe, and Clement Bathe and John Middlecott of
Bishopstrow. Their contributions were not indeed as great as those of
the largest landowners, such as Sir John Thynnc or Sir Edward Baynton ;
the highest levy of all in 1576 was borne by Thomas Lodge of Brixton
Deverill, who was not connected with the cloth industry, as far as is
known. But their burdens compare broadly with those of the middling
squires of the type of Giles Thisselthwaite of Winterslow or Henry
Boddenham of Ebbesborne Wake!

The earlier list is additionally remarkable for its enumeration of
the well-to-do priests of the close at Salisbury, perhaps as various a
collection of men as might be found within any cathedral precincts in
this age of unprecedented changes in religion. The bishop was William
Capon alias Southcot, successively monk, abbot of two abbeys and bishop
of Bangor before his translation to Salisbury in 1539. It would appear
that he was a pliable and somewhat self-seeking prelate, alleged to have
appropriated church property for himself. He certainly managed to

I A genealogical table that shows the intermarriages of the Hortons, Longs and
Yerburys is printed by W. H. Jones, Bradford-on-Avon: a history and descriPtion, ed.
J. Bcddoe (Bradford, 1907), r86.

• For a further discussion of this general point, see Ramsay, The Willshire woollen
industry, 31-49.
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adapt himself to the vagaries of the times; he held on to his see during
the reign of Edward VI, returned to popery at the accession of Mary I
and was still bishop when he died, in extreme old age, in 1557. His
suffragan, Thomas Morley, bishop of Marlborough, remains an obscure
workaday personage about whom little information is readily available.'
Among the other dignitaries of the diocese, it is a little surprising to find
H.obert Okyng rated for the subsidy at no more than forty shillings.
Okyng was a creature of bishop Capon, whose commissary he had been
at Bangor and who in 1546 was to appoint him archdcacon of Salisbury.
Less prudcnt than his patron, he voted against allowing the marriage of
the clergy in convocation in 1547, but took a wife as soon as this became
lawful and so in 1554 was deprived of his archdeaconry. On the other
sirle, the appellation of ' Sir Box' may possibly cloak the name of John
Boxall, a fcllow of New Collcge, Oxford, in 1540, and prebcndary of
~alisbury in 1553; a short but brilliant carcer during the reign of Mary I
brought him to the deaneries of Peterborough, Norwich and Windsor
and finally to a royal secretaryship of state: but on the accession of
Elizabeth I, he in turn lost his preferment.2

By contrast with the broken careers of Okyng and BoxalI, an example
of successful veering is provided by Richard ChaunelIer, rector of Great
Cheverell and from 1546 prebendary of Salisbury, who accepted prefer
mcnt cqually from cardinal Pole and Elizabdh I, and held the arch
deaconry of Salisbury from 1554 until his dealh nearly thirty years later.
Among the older generation, Thomas Bennet-magister doctor Bennet,
assessed for the considerable sum of ten pounds-was a notable dignitary.
He was a prebendary, canon residentiary and precentor of the cathedral,
where his memory is preserved by a monument on the north side of the
choir; he had also been bishop's chancellor and vicar-general of the
diocese. In the fifteen-twenties he had served cardinal Wolsey as
chaplain and auditor and must have learnt something of high politics.
He had also been employed by his master for the dispatch of various bits
of government business in Wiltshire. On the fall of the cardinal he
did not cease to be active in the affairs of the diocese, and on the instruc
tions of Thomas Cromwell he had played some part in the suppression
of the religious houses there in the thirties.3 Among the other pre-

. bendaries, Robert Awdley, assessed for eight pounds, was archdeacon
of Berkshire until his death in the summer of 1545, presumably near the
time when the benevolence was being levied; John Bodenham was rector
of St. Peter's, Marlborough; Richard Arche, vicar of Avebury, also held
a canonry at Windsor; Matthew Wotton was treasurer of the cathedral
until his death in 1551, when he was succeeded for a brief space by Arche ;

, Morley was consecrated in 1537-W. Stubbs, Registrum Sacrum Anglicanum
(Oxford. 1897). 101. He was vicar of Bradford-on-Avon and rector of East FittietoD,
W. II. J"nc~, Bradford TJpon Avon ill Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural Hi.!tory Society
Magazine, Vol. V (1853) p. 226.

2 Capon and Boxal! are noticed in the D.N.B.; the rest of the information in this and
lhe succeeding paragraph. save where another sotJrce is specified, is drawn from the
compilation of W. H. Jones, Fasti Ecclesiae Sarisberiellsis (Salisbury, 1879).

3 There are numerous references to Thomas Bennet in the Letters and Papers of the
reign of Henry VIII, from which a fuller account of his activities might be written.
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and William Canynges, canon residentiary, had in some ways the most
intimate connection with the daily life of the great church as custos

ptterorw/t and thus supervisor of the school. I In the parishes, the resident
priests were less well off than the more important cathedral dignitaries.
Some, however, paid middling sums and the parsons of Foxley and
Landford were exceptional in being assessed at nil quia pauper!

To sum up, the two taxation lists printed in this volume can be used
to provide a sketch of the social structure of Wiltshire in the period
immediately following the dissolution of the monasteries. It is not a
complete picture, for the humbler classes-the copyholders and small
freeholders in the country and the lesser tradesmen, artisans and servants
in the towns-were spared in 1545, and many doubtless were not netted
in 1576. We know little of them, and much further investigation is
needed to dispel our ignorance. But in the higher ranks of society, the'
social types are clearer. At the top, the greater landlords, the unpaid
servants of the crown who ruled the county in its name: these are well
represented by the tax commissioners. Next come the lesser gentry,
who were assessed on their landed property. Particularly in the north
west, there were other rich men who had made their fortunes in the
cloth manufacture, an industry that in 1545 had half a century of
prosperity behind it. The urban society of Salisbury was in some ways.
a local unit of its own. Throughout the county there existed a wcll
established clergy whose members. conshlcring their lack of family cares,
were by no means poorly off and whose greater dignitaries must have
lived in some state in the houses of the close surrounding the thirteenth
century cathedral at Salisbury. As a body, the clergy formed the most
clearly defined social group, for there is no lack of evidence to demonstrate
how fluid was society in Tudor Wiltshire, how ill-marked were the
divisions between the classes and how individuals were continually
passing from one into another. It is not always easy to visualize this
long-dead society, for in four hundred years much has changed, with the
landed gentry of the county in decay, the cloth industry shrunken and
specialized and the old names not all remembered. Yet the permanence
of the essential background remains a light to the historian. For as in
sixteenth, so in twentieth-century Wiltshire, sheep still graze on the
upland plains, the villages cluster around the same churches along the
river valleys and under the downs, and corn still grows in the fields
around them.

, Since the second document printed below contains the assessments for a lay subsidy
only, no clergymen are listed.

2 Infra, 6, 29.
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The two documents printed below may conveniently be described
together. They both contain a number of rotulets filed exchequer-wise
at the top; each rotulet normally consists of a single membrane. I The
subsidy roll of 1545 is composed of 31 membranes in 30 rotulets. of a
width varying from 51 to over 7 inches; the longest is over 36 inches,
the shortest, other than a certificate, some 29, and most are about 33 inches
long. The 1576 roll is of somewhat larger dimensions; its rotulets and
membranes, other than certificates, number 46, from well under 7 to over
C) inches broad and varying in length from about 33 to 21 inches, with an
average measurement of perhaps 26. Seven of the eight certificates in
the first roll are entered on separate rotulets2; in the other, of its half
dozen, four occupy merely the top few inches of a membrane containing
the assessment lists. All the 1545 certificates, and four of those of 1576,
were sealed with what appear to be the personal seals of the commissioners.
The former are of red, the latter of dark brown wax. They were affixed
by means of seal tags; almost all the seals that remain are very poorly
preserved.3

The principles on which the transcription of the documents is based
are those set forth in detail in a report by the committee of the publica
tions section of the British }{ecords Association in 1946.4 Abbreviations
have everywhere been expanded, save in a few cases where there is
insurmountable doubt about the termination of a Latin word. Punctua

tion has been added where this seemed helpful, and the use of capitals
has been rationalized. Letters or whole names that have obstinately
remained so faint as to be illegible have been marked by square brackets
enclosing dots. Very few have in fact resisted the use of the ultra-violet
lamp at the Public Record Office. In cases of doubt, recourse has been
had to the names listed on other Wiltshire subsidy rolls of the same period
surviving among the exchequer records and to various printed indexes
and lists readily accessible. In particular, the well-preserved assessment

I In the printed text, the beginning of a new membrane is marked by numerals in the
left-hand margin.

2 The last certificate in the 1545 roll-it1lra, 4I-was attached jointly to the bottom
ends of two membranes.

3 There were originally probably 24 seals attached to the 1545 roll and 13 to that of
r576: of these, there survive, for the most part cracked, mutilated or defaced, 10 and 7.
The best-preserved of the seals belonging to the 1545 roll is attached to the Dunworth etc.,
etc_, certificate printed infra, 17; it may be described as broken, armorial, a bend between
(, roundels (Stourton). Two other seals on this roll, affixed respectively to the Warminster
clc. and Downton etc. certificates, infra 32 and 4I, appear to bear the device of a bull's
hear! (lhe crest of Bulkley). Only one of the seals attache(j to the 1576 certificates is
decipherable. It is affixed lo lhe I<inwardslone etc. certificate, infra 78. It is armorial,
per pale (i), quarterly (i) and (iv) I, (ii) and (iii) ? 2 bars, over all a bendlet; (ii) ? vairy.
The anns are more than probably those used by Sir John Danvers-d. J. E. Doyle, The
olJicial baronage of England, I (London, 1886), 509.

4 Notes for the guidance of editors of record publications, a report by the committee of the
publicatiolls sectioll, British Records Association (London, 1946).
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list of 1567 for the hundreds of Malmesbury, CaIne and Damerham North
now in the custody of the County Archivist at Trowbridge has been very
helpful for the district it covers.

In order to simplify the work of not only the transcriber but also the
printer, and to economize in the use of paper, certain liberties have been
taken in the process of editing. The assessments and totals were written
in Roman numerals; these have throughout been printed as Arabic.

Marginalia of various sorts have been left out, save where they are part
of the formal text of the document; the omitted markings are composed

chiefly of superfluous catchwords at the tops of some rotulets, crosses and
notes (' sol' for solvit presumably to indicate payment, abacal annotations
and a number of more or less obscure tottings and jottings made by the
clerk to aid him in completing his calculations. Some of these were made
in Roman, some in Arabic numerals, and there are one or two instances
of a sum being expressed in composite style, with the shillings in Roman
and the pence in Arabic figures. Money indications have also been
formalized. Finally, a considerable saving in space has been achieved by
a drastic rationalization of the 1576 assessments. In order to avoid

printing after each name the basis of the levy, whether' in goodes ' or
, in Ian des ' or otherwise, a capital L enclosed in brackets (L) has been
used to denote an assessment based on landed property and all names

not so distinguished---by far the greater proportion in the document
are to be taken as paying on movable property. In the few cases where
an unusual basis for assessment is specifIcally stated, e.g., • in yerely

profIttes '-this has been directly transcribed and printed in inverted
commas. There has been no departure from this method even for the
district that included the hundreds of Bradford, Mclksham and Westbury

and the liberty of Trowbridge, where taxpayers assessed on land and
movables were listed separately for each locality under a collective
marginal rubric' Ian des ' or ' goodes '.

VI

This volume is the ultimate fruit of a lengthy discussion in the early

summer of 1946 between the present writer and the then general editor, .
now chairman, of the Records Branch, which took place during a holiday
at Clyro in the Welsh Marches, and it has been in preparation since that
year. On all sorts of points, alike technical and general, Mr. R. B. Pugh
has been fertile in both suggestion and criticism. A detailed acknowledge
ment of his help by appropriate footnotes would appreciably have
lengthened the book, and it is far from certain that his name does not
deserve a place in the title-page.

The labour of transcription has been done ill the first instance from
photostats, but the later tasks of editing have taken me to the Public
Record OlTtce, where more than one of the Assistant Keepers has kindly
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